CHRONICLE OF EVENTS	[
the denaturalisation of several   hundreds   of   n^ur.ili^l   la li.i'H a-ul hi Statjs like
California, where the'holding of lands by aliens oven on le.nj is prohibited,   summary
eviction   from the   landed   property   thoy had   bon>i fide acquired from the outset.
Their unhappy   predicament   engaged   the   close   and   continuous   attention of the
Government   of  India   and   His Majesty's Government    The difficulties of the case
seemed almost   insuperable for the ruling that an   Indian is ineligible for citizenship
under the American   Constitution   is   the ruling of the   Supreme Court.   At first, it
looked - as   if   the   full rigour of the   American   Law would be exercised, and some
50 unfortunate Indians were made to suffer the    disabilities   of denaturalisation. But
concurrently with the various allegations that were, from    tim3  to time,  secured, the
position became gradually established   that   a   certificate o£ naturalisation could not
be withdrawn without a process of the courts   in   eac\   separata   case,   a procedure
which acted in the natural course of things as a salutary brake,
"Now, I am glad to say, we seam to have reached the stac;e when we can
safely anticipate that, in the absence of any outside stimulus—the Hon'ble Member
will forgive me, if I here refer pointedly to the unwisdom of the tentative suggestion
in his last question—no further proceedings will be taken against Indians who
acquired or were thought at one time to have acquired American citizenship prior
to the decision of the Supreme Court. Hard as is the case of the BO Indians who
have suffered denaturalisation it is gratifying that immunity has thus been secured
for several hundreds of their more fortunate fellows."
The changed aspect in the political affairs of India and the necessity for   a   cor-
responding   change (in the attitude of the European commu-
Europeans and Re-     nity   were   stressed   by   Mr.   Chapman Mortimer, Assistant
forms	General Secretary, European Association, at   an   "At Home"
Party   of  the  Association at its Bombay branch on the 24th
September. Mr. Mortimer declared that the rapid growth of democratic Government in
India had given rise to a new situation which required new men and new methods. The
time had  come when the European community had to look to its representatives in
the legislatures to safeguard its interests.   Mr.   Mortimer proceeded :   "A prominent
Madras politician recently declared that there can be no leaders without an  organisa-
tion.   Indeed it is obvious that every political party wants organisation, but  nowhere
is this more necessary than in the case of the European groups in the Indian Legis-
latures.7^ Mr. Mortimer emphasised that the first of the chief functions of the European
Association was to supply adequate secretarial assistance to the European   groups in
the legislatures.   The second function was to maintain contact between the European
community and its political leaders.   He tried to dispel the idea prevalent in certain
quarters that the European Association was dominated by Calcutta interests.   Speak-
ing  of the work  of  the   branches, Mr. Mortimer said": "Since I came to India 18
months ago, ail -branches  have progressed, but none more than the Bombay branch,
and though I know it is invidious to mention any particular name, I should like to say
Swhafe ^reat debt the Association in general and the bran chin particular o\ved to Sir Hugh
Oocfce.'* Turning to the political situation, Mr. Mortimer referred to the dual safeguard
tlre« Association  demanded  of the Simon Commission in matters concerning protec-
tion lor the minorities from unfair discriminatory legislation and   the  necessity   for
emergency power being vested  in  the Viceroy and the Provincial Governors.   Mr.
Mortimer Continued:  -'We  ask for these  two safeguards in no spirit   of hostility
to the Indian nationalist aspirations, but because, looking  round  Indian   conditions
torday,  we  believe  them  to   be vitally necessary for the protection of the minority
^mtmimties, Indian and European alike.   Our claims are not unreasonable or selfish.
It .is ^interesting to  note that the Madras Simon Committee have laid stress on the
necessity that the  Governors   should retain powers of veto and. that the Governor-
Cteaeral should retain also the power of certification.   The recommendations   of   this
gpmmittee are-more significant in that in Madras, dyarchy has worked-more success-
fully than la any other province and Madras has also been comparatively free from
rolonged industrial and communal disputes such as those which so seriously
Bombay and so threatened peace in this province as to cause no less   a  per-
thaa  Sir   Purshotfcamdas Thakurdas to state in no uncertain language that the
t,  must   retain   strong   latent  powers to deal with a crisis such as that
you here in Bombay were faced in the early part of -this   year.   During
five   months   there   has   been   a   marked    change   in   the   attitude   of
>€ongress leaders, and  the realisation by them of the reasonableness of

